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Fighting Covid — Lessons in Leadership From the Great Commanders 

Stephen Bungay (Strategic Management Center, published by BCG’s Henderson Institute) 
Much of what we hear about “waging war on COVID” is simply rhetoric. But political and business 
leaders can actually learn a great deal from the great commanders of history, writes the Strategic 
Management Center’s Stephen Bungay. Great military leaders respond in a crisis by deploying three 
overlapping capabilities: leading (which is about building teams, motivating people to achieve 
objectives, and developing other leaders), managing (getting people the resources they need in 
order to achieve those objectives, and ensuring that more resources will be available in the future), 
and directing, which the military calls command (deciding what objectives need to be pursued). The 
directing function is one strategists will be familiar with – discerning patterns in a chaotic whole and 
overcoming biases to put together an overall picture in order to then decide what needs to be done 
– but leaders need to master all three capabilities. More 
 
How to Be a Blue Ocean Strategist in the Post-Pandemic World 

W. Chan Kim, Renée Mauborgne and Mi Ji. INSEAD strategy blog  
In the immediate aftermath of the pandemic, companies will face a pressing need to find new “blue 
oceans” of demand. Why? Uncertainty, reduced income and persistent unemployment will depress 
customer demand, and that means competition in existing markets will intensify. The authors offer 
four principles for responding. First, do not take industry conditions as a given, but as parameters 
that a company can reshape. Secondly, rather than looking to how to beat the competition to 
identify your competitive advantage and defining your strategy in relation to your competition, look 
at ways to make your existing competitors irrelevant. Refocus – not on what you currently compete 
on, but on consumer needs and how they have changed in the pandemic, and look for new ways to 
offer purchasers what they really value. Thirdly, look to create and capture new demand rather 
than fighting over existing customers: in many industries, existing customers are just a drop in the 
bucket compared with all the noncustomers who can be reached through market-creating 
strategies. If demand in your industry is sluggish or contracting, fighting for a bigger share of the 
existing customer pool is not a futureproof approach. Fourthly, be aware that you don’t need to 
make the classical choice between differentiation and low cost: by focusing on the elements of your 
offer that you can eliminate, you can break the value-cost tradeoff. More 
 
Four ways to assess projects and keep them on track  

Tim Koller, Sean Brown and Dan Lovallo. McKinsey podcast  
This thirteenth item in the McKinsey Quarterly’s Bias Busters series on overcoming cognitive bias in 
strategy and management zeroes in on four techniques: avoiding snap judgments (hard to 
mitigate, but the best option is to work hard on developing structured criteria for decisions in 
advance), getting both sides of the story (for big-budget decisions, this may warrant getting a “red 
team” and a “blue team” together to present each side of the decision), up-front contingency 
planning (a technique aligned to stage-gate spending that’s designed to stop you throwing good 
money after bad, this involves deciding in advance how your project will adapt to changes in your 
top three to five assumptions) and conducting project pre-mortems (imagining before you launch a 
project that it went wrong, projecting into the future, and thinking non-judgmentally about what 
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might have caused it to fail. Pre-mortems are good at identifying the elephants in the room – risks 
that are obvious to lower-level staff but not to senior management – and they also bring out low-
probability but catastrophic risks. Depending on the complexity of the project, a pre-mortem is a 
half-day to full-day session, run not by the CEO or the project champion but by someone who is 
either external, or internal, senior, and without skin in the game). More; deep-dive McKinsey 
Quarterly article on pre-mortems here 
 
Resilience vs. Efficiency: Calibrating the Tradeoff 

Martin Reeves, Simon Levin, Sasi Desai, and Kevin Whitaker. BCG Henderson Institute 
Resilience – a company’s ability to outperform during a crisis by absorbing stress, recovering critical 
functionality, and thriving in altered circumstances – has been a must-have capability for 
companies during the COVID crisis, and the authors’ research shows that it’s also a key driver of 
long-run outperformance. But how should companies weigh the merits of building resilience 
against the traditional approach, in which a project’s discounted cash flows are used to scrutinise 
its expected costs and benefits? First, the authors caution that building resilience and weighing 
short-term costs and benefits are not diametrically opposed: after all, looking at the expected value 
of future benefits is of limited benefit if the possibility of corporate failure is not taken into account. 
They offer three principles – satisfice, learn and adapt – which comprise several techniques. First, 
satisfice: instead of seeking optimal outcomes, look for “good-enough” solutions – for example, to 
build enough resilience to survive plausible downside scenarios. Next, boost your company’s 
learning. Do this by both assessing your company’s resilience to past crises (which will reveal past 
tradeoffs that have been poorly calibrated) and looking at the distribution of historical shocks, as 
some (although not all) shocks, like stock-market crashes and earthquakes, follow power-law 
distributions, and their recurrence can be expected. Finally, stay adaptable: maintain optionality by 
building in facilities like permanent cash buffers that will let you act on new information and quickly 
recalibrate between resilience and efficiency, and develop reversible response systems (like 
temporarily reducing pay or hours instead of laying off employees) to enable you to make 
temporary changes to your usual resilience-efficiency tradeoff in response to short term shocks. 
Finally, enhance your company’s agility to ensure that you can respond rapidly to a shock. More 
 
The Risks You Can’t Foresee 

Robert S. Kaplan, Herman B. Leonard, and Anette Mikes. HBR 
Even a world-class risk management system won’t alert you to every new risk. The clearest signal 
that a novel risk is emerging, the authors write, is anomalies – things that don’t make sense. 
Companies fail to pick up on this kind of signal because of cognitive bias, in particular confirmation 
bias, where people pay attention to information that confirms their beliefs but disregard 
information that contradicts them. The first step towards recognising novel risks is appointing a 
“chief worry officer” – a senior executive whose responsibility is to think hard about what might go 
wrong. (At Nokia, information about any unusual event in a supply chain must be reported to a 
senior vice president of operations and logistics who has few operational responsibilities and serves 
as the company’s top troubleshooter.) The chief worry officer is responsible for rapidly identifying 
novel risks and taking the lead, if they eventuate, on making decisions that are good enough, taken 
soon enough to make a difference, clearly communicated and implemented robustly enough to 
bridge the situation until a more permanent solution can be found. Then, digitising event reporting 
can facilitate the search for anomalies. (Swissgrid, an electricity utility company, lets users report 
problems through an app. Incoming messages are monitored in a control room and mined with 
data analytics, in a process so successful it has been rolled out to other Swiss crisis management 
agencies like the federal police.) More  
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